Domestic Violence and Guns in the United States: A Lethal Combination
Too many women, men, and children are threatened, injured, and killed by intimate partners and family
members in domestic violence incidents perpetrated with firearms. The following statistics outline the
burden of domestic violence committed with firearms and the dangers of abusers’ easy access to guns.

INTIMATE PARTNER HOMICIDE IN THE UNITED STATES
•
•
•
•

Women in the US are 11x more likely to be killed with a gun than in other high-income countries.1
More than half of women killed with guns are killed by an intimate partner or family member.2
In the US, intimate partner homicide comprises 40-50% of all murders of women.3
Every 16 hours, an American woman is shot and killed by their intimate partner.4

NONFATAL GUN USE
•
•

About 4.5 million American women who are alive today - 1 in 27- 5 have had an intimate partner
threaten them with a gun.6 Abusers’ previous threats with a weapon and threats to kill are both
predictors of intimate partner homicide.7
Nearly 1 million women who are alive today have been shot or shot at by an intimate partner.8

ABUSERS’ ACCESS TO FIREARMS INCREASES THE RISK THAT AN INTIMATE PARTNER WILL DIE
•

Research shows when an abusive partner has access to a firearm, the risk the other partner will die
increases more than five-fold.9

POLICIES RESTRICTING FIREARM ACCESS TO DOMESTIC ABUSERS ARE EFFECTIVE
• In states that require background checks prior to every handgun sale, 38% fewer women are shot
•

and killed by an intimate partner.10
Reducing abusers’ access to guns saves lives. In states that restrict access to firearms by individuals
subject to domestic violence restraining orders, there is a 25% reduction in risk of domestic
violence homicide. And even more striking, studies show that “would-be killers do not replace guns
with other weapons to effect the same number of killings.”11

Guns make domestic violence more lethal and reducing firearm access to
domestic abusers saves lives.
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